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I. INTRODUCTION 

Last years have provided us with a series of new results which 
have brought the radiobiology from less or more qualitative 
and phenomenological level to the study of more exact problems, 
concerning radiobiological mechanism in a cell. This progress 
has been accompanied by a rather substantial change in inter
preting the shoulder on survival curves. In the past practically 
any theory of radiobiological mechanism started from the assump
tion that the shoulder is given already in the course of forma
tion of primary lesions in a cell (see, e.g., ref. 111 ) even if 
a nature of these lesions was not known. It was assumed that 
they are formed mostly in two quite independent steps (at least 
for low-LET ionizing particles). 

Now, there exists a common convinction that the primary le
sions must be identified as double-strand breaks (dsb) of DNA 
molecules in a cell nucleus; and it has been also found for many 
different cell types that the dsb number is proportioval to the 
absorbed dose. The shoulder on a survival curve should be, there
fore, related to dsb repair (see, e.g., refs. /2,3/ ). 

Even if we can be practically sure that the dsb are main le
sions responsible for cell inactivation, it is impossible to 
answer the question whether other types of damages do not cont
ribute significantly to a final effect. The problem is so com
lex that it can be hardly solved without the help of detailed 
mathematical models, which would describe all characteristics 
not only of dsb formation but also of their repair. Only such 
a model can help to throw more light on the problem of what is 
a causal relation between dsb number in a cell and its inactiva
tion and to what extent other damages are contributing. 

As the first step to this goal we would like to find a mathe
matical model of dsb repair, which would be able to express a 
repair rate for different levels of absorbed dose or of average 
population damage. We will start from the experimental data 
published in ref. 131 for one type of yeast cells. This paper 
presents dose dependence of dsb number at different time after 
irradiation when the cells wer~ held in non-growth conditions. 
These data show not only that the dose dependence measured 
immediately after irradiation is linear, but that approximately 
after 3 days the dsb number does not further diminish even if 
repair ability of the solution is not exhausted . 
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The last curve must be, therefore, related to irreparable dsb 
which occur together with other reparable lesions. In the next 
paragraph we will deal with a mathematical model which can cope 
with such a situation. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF REPARABLE 
AND IRREPARABLE dsb 

Let Nc be the number of different chromosomes for a given 
cell type, and N - the total number of critical sites in one 
set of such chromosomes. That means a diploid cell contains 2Nc 
chromosomes with 2N critical sites. Let us assume further that 
dsb formation is characterized by the quantity rd which deter-

.mines a mean number of dsb corresponding to one critical site 
when the doseD is applied to. It follows from the ~entioned 
linear dose dependence that one can write 

rd=pdD• ( 1 ) 

properties and some 
a. s. o.). 

where Pct characterizes both radiation 
other conditions (e.g., oxygen content 

The number of all dsb formed during irradiation is then given 
by 

nd=2Npd, (2) 

where 

pd = 1- exp(-rd) (3) 

is the probability that at least one dsb if formed in a given 
critical site (we assume that the distribution o,f dsb numbers 
follows the Poisson law with the mean value rd ); it is, however, 
possible to write 

P d =·r d 

1n all experimental data which will be analysed ~ere. 
In agreement with ref. /2/ we will assume that the irreparab

le dsb ar~ formed if two homologous sections in two homologous 
chromosomes are damaged, since in such a case a pattern for re
pair is lost. Let us assume further that the length of such a 
section is given by Nh critical sites. Then the mean dsb number 
corresponding to this region equals 

r = p N 
h d h (4) 
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and one can write for the probability that at l'east one dsb 1s 
formed in it, 

p h = 1 - exp (-r h). (5) 

The average number of pair-damaged homologous sections per cell 
will be equal to 

2 N 
r2 =Ph N · (6) 

h 

One obtains then for the number of all dsb in the pair-damaged 
'homologous sections 

r 
n (1) = 2r _h_ (7) 

i 2 ph ' 

where the fractional factor in the last expression determines 
the average number of dsb in hit homologous sections. A real 
number n 1 of irreparable dsb can be, however, higher; we must 
admit that in irreparably damaged chromosomes there will be pro
bably other dsb which will remain irreparable. O~e ~an expect 
that n 1 will be between nfll and 

n(2) = N ph2 rc /pc • 
i c (8) 

which is the number of all dsb in irreparably-damaged chrdmoso
mes; the individual factoxs in Eq. (8) are given by 

r "'rdN/N , c c 

Pc = 1- exp(-rc)• 

P.h2 = 1 - exp (-rh2) • 

where 

rh2 = r2/N c 

is the average number of pair-damaged homologous sections per 
one chromosome pair. 

A real number of irraparable. dsb can be then expressed by 

n. = (1-~:)n_(l)+En(2) 
1 1 i ' (9) 

where l G (0,1). 
I 
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3. THE INFLUENCE OF'UNHIT POPULATION 

If a beam of ion~zing particles with a higher LET is applied 
to, it is commonly assumed that a significant part of cell popu
lation remains fully unhit by radiati,on. In such a case the re
lation between nd and n 1 given by Eq. (2) and {9) will not cor
respobd to a real situation in a cell. It is necessary to limit 
oneself to a population part, being at least to some extent hit 
by the radiation. This can be done with the help of a new para
meter xd, which is defined as a mean dsb number per one cell of 
a set hit in average by a single particle of a given radiation 
beam. In other words: Let one beam particle hit b cells on the 
average and ·B dsb be formed in total, then the quantity xd is 
determined by 

xd = B/b. 

The fraction of the population hit by a dose D can be then 
determined in the following way: Let us suppose that the average 
number of beam particles, responsible for the energy transferred 
by a dose D to a unit volume containing Nv cell nuclei, equals 
on the average N0 and that the number of nuclei hit by one par
ticle in this volume is nh • The fraction of hit population will 
be then given by 

p t = 1 - e:xp (-n a) , (I 0) 

where 

na=Nonh/Nv 

1s an average number of hits per one nucleus. As the mean number 
of dsb formed per one nucleus equals 

nd·=naxd, 

Eq. (10) can be rewritten as 

p t = 1- exp(-nd/x d). 

The whole approach of the preceding chapter can be used for 
any radiation type with the following correction for the experi
mental data 

n~ = n/pt, n~ ==n1 /pt. 
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4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF dsb REPAIR 

d ._ . . f /3/ The dose depen ences of dsb numbers established 1n re . 
give the possibility of finding a suitable mathematical descrip
tion of repair rates for different damage degrees. The dsb num
ber in different periods of time after irradiation could be 
generally described with the help of the formula 

n t "" n 1 + (n d - n 1) r ( t) , 

where r(t) is corresponding monotone repair function with the 
values r(O) = 1, r(oo) = 0. 

The given experimental data would require, however, a very 
complicated parametrization of such a repair function; one can 
easily see that two components with different repair rates play 
role in the whole process. It seems more suitable to write 

1 
nt .=n 1 + (nd -nx)r 1(t) + (nx -n1 )r2(t), ( I 1 ) 

where nd > nx > n 1 and r1 (t) is a fast repair function and, 
r 

2 
(t) - a slow one. 
In the following we will use the following parametrization of 

the individual repair functions 

r 
1 

(t) = exp (-<Ut); 
' 

(12) 

r 
2 

(t) = P + 1 
P + e:xp [(r t) 7)] 

(13) 

The quantity nx will be then defined by 

n = n. + e (n -·n . ) 
X 1 d 1 ' 

(14) 

where e (; (0, 1). 

5. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

As we have already mentioned our numerical analysis has been 
based on experimental data represented grafically in Fig. 7 of 
ref. 131 

. Our aim is to determine all free parameters introduced 
in the model description in the preceding sections so as to re
produce the given data. However, a sufficient agreement can be. 
obtained only if one allows the parameter e to be dose-depen
dent. We have assumed that this dependence can be expressed as 

e =e1+e2n'i +e3n~ 2 . 
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' With the help o.f an optimization procedure we have obtained 
the following values of the individual parameters 

c:u =0.332, T "' 0.035, 

/ 

p = 34.3, 1/ = 3.6. 

I 

g 1 = 0, g 2"" -6.,3·10-3 
• g3 = 2.7-10-4 . 

The change of the g parameter in the given dose interval is 
represented in Fig. 1. Both the repair functions (fast and slow) 
are shown in Fig. 2. We have also allowed the parameters defin
ing the repair functions to depend on nl ; only an insignificant 
dose depend~nce has been obtained. 

~ .L 
a , 0.6 1,2 t,s JJ (1:6y) 

Fig. 1. The dose dependence of 
the parameter g . 

Fig. 2. The time dependences of 
fast (a) and slow (b) repair 
functions. · 
~ 
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The values of the other free parameters for the given cell 
type are the following 

Nh = 4830, 

-6 -1 
p d = 2.23.10 k'Gy , xd = 169. 
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Tqe parameters p d and N h are strongly related to the values of 
N c and N , \vhich have been taken 

N c"" 17, 
• 7 

N "' 1.5. 10 . 

All the values of free parameters correspond to 

f = 0.68, 

which means (see Eq. (9)) that a great part of dsb in an irrepa
rably-damaged chromosome are also irreparable even if they do 
not lie in pair-damaged homologous sections. Only a smaller part 
of such dsb can repair. 

It follows from our analysis that the length of a homologous 
section, responsible for creation of irreparable dsb, is equal 
approximately to 1/200 of the average chromosome length. 

From the data given in Fig. 7 of ·ref. 131 we have also estimat
ed the standard deviations for individual aose values and deter
mined the x2 -value of the given fit; we have obtained 

2 
X ::: 40. 

The relatively large value of the quantity xa for electrons 
is rather surp-r;ising. We must,, however, take into account that 
cells with very small number of dsb can repair their damages so 
quickly that the repair is finished before any measurement could 
start. The given value of xd should be, therefore, related 
mainly to track ends of secondary electrons the range of which 
corresponds to a cell-nucleus dimension. It is necessary to 
compare it with values which will be obtained with the help of 
some microscopic theory of energy transfer and physico-chemical 
processes which start in a cell after radiation impact. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In the present analysis we have made two simplifying assump
tions: First, we have divided all dsb into two different groups, 
one with a fast repair and the other with a slower one. It has 
been shown that this division is defined by the parameter ~. 
which depends on an average damage of the whole population. 

The other assumption consists in a description of repair 
rates by two functions applied always to the whole given part 
of the population. We have found these functions to be practi
cally damage~independent. One must, however, admit that the 
repair rates in individual cells can differ rather significantly 
(even in each of the mentioned parts) as they probably depend 
on a damage degree of each single cell. The fact that both our 
functions are practically dose-independent can be taken then as 
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a sign that any beam particle creates few dsb in a great number 
of cells; the slow repair should be related, however, to the 
part of the cells hit by track ends of secondary electrons (i.e., 
to the cells with a &ubstantially greater number of dsb). 

The given orientation analysis shows that the proposed mathe
matical model can help in solving some important problems of 
radiobiology. It can be easily extended to the results concern
ing the survival ratios in different times after irradiation. 
A corresponding model analysis will be presented in the next 
article. 
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' AMMpTaea K.f. MAP· E19-82-786 
' Hex8HMSM 803AeHCTBMA M3ny~eHMA Ha KneTKM. HoAenb 
o6paaoaaHMA M penapa~MM ABYHMTeawx paapwao8 aHK 

3KcnepMMeHT&nbHWe AaHHwe AnA APD**e8wx KneToK 111 npoaHanM3MpoaaHw c 
· ~enb~ yCTaH08neHMA HeKOTOpwx oco6eHHOCTeH MeXaHM3Ma, OT8eTCT8eHHOrO 3a o6-
paao&aHMe Hepenapa6enbHWx A8YHMTe8wx paapwao8 AHK. n~•eHa TaK*e MaTeMa
TM~ecK&A MOAenb penapa~MM A8YHMTeBWX paapw808 8 YCnD8MAX, npenATCTB~MX 
pocTy KneTOK. 

Pa6oTa 8wnonHeHa 8 na6opaTOPMM AAePHWX npo5neM OM~M. 
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·. Amlrtaev K.G. et al. 
Radio~lologlcal Mechanism In Cells. Hodel Analysis 
bf OS&. Formation and Their Repair 
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The experlmental •data ~talned recently ln 1• 1 for a kind of yeast cells 
~ve been aoaly~ed with the aim of establishing some features of the mecha
nism responsible for formation of Irreparable dsb. A mathematical model of 
Usb repair In non-growth conditions has been proposed, too. 
r 
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